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Christine Stewart-Nuñez. Unbound & Branded. Finishing Line Press.

Reviewed by Celia Lisset Alvarez

If one defines a chapbook as a tightly themed exploration of a single
subject, then Christine Stewart-Nuñez’s Unbound & Branded is the perfect
chapbook. Like her previous collection from Finishing Line Press, The
Love of Unreal Things, which explores the life of St. Catherine of Siena,
Unbound & Branded takes the life of a woman as its subject, this time
supermodel Kate Moss. Stewart-Nuñez shows her versatility in this jump,
taking as her muse not just the woman herself but Moss’s role as waif icon
through an exploration of the September 2003 issue of W magazine. This
issue, which features a portfolio of Moss photographs and paintings, is
Stewart-Nuñez’s canvas. Taking selected portraits as the subject for her
poems, Stewart-Nuñez attempts to dissect and unravel Moss’s mystique,
and, in the attempt, loses herself: ‘‘I’m no closer / to knowing her than /
when I first traced my name / across her lips.’’ Unbound & Branded is an
incredible collection of images and pop-culture iconography that ranges
from the witty to the brilliant.

With the skill of a self-confessed ‘‘lepidopterist,’’ Stewart-Nuñez teases
Moss like a modern-day Lovelace with an enigmatic Clarissa. She seems
confounded by Moss’s ubiquitous presence in our world, her inability to
extract value from Moss’s flaunted reticence. As she quotes in the Alex-
ander Bolomolny epigraph to ‘‘Geometry of Moss,’’ the model belongs to
the realm of ‘‘pure abstractions, creations of the human mind.’’ Moss is
what you make of her, and this slipperiness is what both infuriates the
poet and drives Unbound & Branded, as the oxymoronic title implies. In
‘‘Obsession,’’ a masterfully crafted sestina that plays with Moss’s work
for the Calvin Klein perfume ads, Stewart-Nuñez focuses on the way
Moss’s beauty affects Anne, a thirteen-year-old girl gripped by Moss’s
spell. Simultaneously predictable yet clever, Stewart-Nuñez turns the na-
ture of the obsession around, from that of lovers to that of the young
woman mercilessly self-destructing to fit Moss’s ideal. The poem touches
on the ever-raging controversy over models’ emaciated bodies (epito-
mized by Moss). She is described as ‘‘a mere whisper—the perfect model.’’
Yet Stewart-Nuñez does not simply cater to a feminist sensibility by echo-
ing the large body of work that discusses the silencing of girls vis-à-vis
their silent models. She crafts a metaphoric relationship—grounded in
sharp syntax and clear images—that defines Moss’s power over the imag-
ination in just that which makes her so detestable to her critics. Anne
desires Kate’s ‘‘hollowness of body,’’ a phrase that refers not only to her
physical proportions but also to her status as vessel. In the envoy, Stewart-
Nuñez writes, ‘‘Anne joins Kate on the wall, fills blank spots / as the one
girls long to be. They’ll look / at her body—a perfect, two-dimensional
model.’’ The poem is a departure in that, unlike the other poems in the
collection, it does not focus on a portrait from the W retrospective of Moss
herself, but rather on a Steven Klein photograph of a room (perhaps a
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young girl’s room) covered with photographs of Moss. In many ways,
this poem is the heart of the collection, taking Moss’s influence away from
the public stage, as Klein does, and into the private world of a young girl
alone in her room with a glossy magazine, scissors, and tape.

At the same time, Stewart-Nuñez is able to connect herself to Moss’s
subversive abilities. In ‘‘Red Light District,’’ a restrained series of couplets
based on photographs by Michael Thompson, she draws Moss

mouth parted

as if she means
to speak. Instead,

the camera flashes
like a punch,

sealing words
within her.

What would Moss say if allowed to speak unmediated? We never know;
the brutal ‘‘punch’’ of the camera always silences her and imposes its own
meanings. Moss is a victim in this poem, ‘‘black / and crimson,’’ a ‘‘cluster
on her neck / like a bruise,’’ her ‘‘hair a slap / against her right / cheek,’’
her perfect body turned weapon against her. Yet, in ‘‘Bad Girl,’’ an early
poem based on photographs by Craig McDean, Moss is a victimizer and
liberator. Stewart-Nuñez takes on the voice of Molly Peacock in reverse,
exhorting Moss to ‘‘Peel back the universe, bad girl’’ rather than ‘‘Hold up
the universe, good girl.’’ She urges, ‘‘Spend your whole paycheck on
yourself’’ and ‘‘Stab the rapist to kill.’’ This is Stewart-Nuñez at her most
provocative and refreshing, insisting, ‘‘don’t apologize for hating kids
and kittens—both whine,’’ and ‘‘Turn your back to bitches / who can’t
cope.’’ Like the photographers, painters, and designers who find their
inspiration in Moss, Stewart-Nuñez draws on ambiguities that tease a
rebellious, in-your-face anger from photographs of Moss in fishnet stock-
ings that, to those who have seen them, would hardly qualify as feminist
manifestos. Stewart-Nuñez’s poetry transforms not just Moss but also
McDean’s Moss. One does not need to have seen the photographs behind
these ekphrastic works or even to know Moss to appreciate these poems.
Stewart-Nuñez renders the ‘‘daughter of Twiggy’’ in her own vivid colors.

Stewart-Nuñez’s sauciness doesn’t always work as well as it does in
‘‘Bad Girl.’’ In ‘‘Litany for Kate,’’ for example, she loses control of the edgy
attitude of ‘‘Bad Girl’’ in lines such as ‘‘life, liberty, and the pursuit of
property’’ and ‘‘as if Honda was stamped on her butt,’’ which, although
angry, don’t ring as true or as fresh as the exhortations in ‘‘Bad Girl.’’ Even
so, ‘‘Litany for Kate’’ shows Stewart-Nuñez’s deft use of form and willing-
ness to experiment, as do many other poems in the collection, which
include a pantoum (‘‘Baby Queens’’), a villanelle (‘‘She Must Have a Fairy-
tale Life’’), and a paradelle (‘‘Who’s Borrowing?’’), an eleventh-century
French form recently resurrected by Billy Collins. The most beautiful ex-
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ample of Stewart-Nuñez’s use of form, however, is ‘‘Down the Road,’’ a
bluesy homage to Moss in which Stewart-Nuñez warns Moss to ‘‘plan to
persevere / when your beauty is upstaged.’’ The most moving poems in
Unbound & Branded are those that connect to Moss as ‘‘sister’’ rather than
subject.

This connection is made explicit in ‘‘Between the Lines.’’ Stewart-
Nuñez writes, ‘‘I see myself in her blue-gray eyes, / read the way a painter
can erase mourning / and replace it with remembrance, both / hers and
mine.’’ To the poet, ‘‘Kate’s’’ face, rendered plain ‘‘without / the standard
glamour and realistic palette’’ in the Alex Katz painting on which the poem
is based, is ‘‘a loss so ordinary, so natural, / I know this absence is mine.’’ In
this poem, as in ‘‘Manufacturer’s Notes,’’ we see how Moss’s status as
canvas and product embodies our modern relationship to womanhood as
an ever-changing commodity, defined by the whims of the marketplace.

Julian Barnes. Arthur & George. Knopf.

Reviewed by Peter Wolfe

Known for his fictive experiments, Julian Barnes has now written a novel
that unfolds in Victorian England and uses both a Victorian idiom and an
omniscient narrator like the ones found in Victorian fiction. Want more?
He goes heavy on the Victorian standbys of plot, anecdote, and closure,
too.

But all along, we discover, the slyboots has been deep-structuring the
book in our postcolonial age. What does being English (or American)
mean today? One of the book’s eponyms, the lawyer son of an Anglican
vicar, was born and raised in the exact physical center of England. His
counterpart, ‘‘the most famous writer of his day,’’ has both dined with the
English king and won a knighthood.

Yet this robust hunter of seals in the Arctic, healer of combat casualties
in South Africa, and creator of Sherlock Holmes was born in Scotland,
the son of poor Irish Catholic parents. He speaks home when he calls
himself and George ‘‘unofficial Englishmen.’’ In a novel built around
counter-images and inverted symbols, neither he nor George has English
bloodlines.

In the case of dusky George Eidalji, son of an ex-Parsee from Bombay,
the otherness hits you straightaway. It will also launch a legal action that
ends with George’s wrongful conviction and incarceration. The Victorian
age mirrors our own. Violence in Arthur & George uncoils from the fair-
skinned rural minority. Our Paris and Sydney is Barnes’s Staffordshire.

Something like justice quiets the turmoil when his reserved bachelor
half-caste teams up with the ‘‘large, forceful, gentle’’ extrovert, Arthur.
Called ‘‘a journey from confusion to clarity,’’ their joint quest for justice
meets stiff resistance. The resistance had already been strong. Over a span
of years, dead animals have been found on the vicarage lawn. Truckers


